
7 April 1992

1077 A'alapapa Dr.

Kailua, Hawai'i
96734

Dear Peter,

Not only have I filed a ten dollar claim on a gold mine, but I also got a

Christmas package in the deal. Thank you! All the information on

Thomas Whitlock, James Whitlock and Agnes Christmas is extraordinary and

I additionally appneciate the efforts in documentation that appear in your
letters and newsletter.

First, Agnes Whitlock re: the land sale recorded 1805 in Wythe Co.,
Virginia from Agnes Whitlock to Thomas and Hannah Whitlock. This should

have had a question mark. I don't think that this document specifies

relationship. (I don't have a copy of this record - just notes in my

files). With your information on the death date of Agnes Christmas-Whitlock

I wilrleave the conjecture up to you - but I would suspect that this Agnes

was a daughter of Thomas?

Indeed, I was very interested in the copy of abstracts from Thomas Whitlock's

will in Cumberland Co., Kentucky. (I never thought of looking in that

state). An interesting name appears in this will: "Son-in-law William

Hamak". I suspect that this is William Cammack, originally of Virginia,
instead of "Hamak". The Cammacks/Hursts intermarried several times, and if

this is the William Cammack I believe it is, his great-niece married "my"

Allen Hurst. This William Cammack (of Virginia), turned up in Putnam Co.,

Indiana in the 1830s and purchased a great deal of land there.

My apologies for not sending the descent beyond Mildred Whitlock-Hurst's

children. Since you are not limiting your information files specifically

to the Whitlock name, enclosed is the "whole thing".

In double-checking my files here, there was a Mary Whitlock (unknown
connection) in Wythe Co., Virginia who apparently died in, or before, 1807.

One of my great-ancestors purchased a loom for $9.00 at the "Estate Sale

of Mary Whitlock" in December 180~ (Will Book 1:395-397).

I certainly will be sitting on the mailman waiting for that nineteen

pages of this chart. Hopefully these will give me a clue to the counties

of residence in Virginia. Perhaps when I can absorb some of the wealth of

information that appears in your Newsletters I will have an idea of what

information does exist and what to ask copies of. Again, THANK YOU for

your letters, and for your considerate enclosures.


